A simple geometric method for 3D morphology reconstruction of a cell based on two orthogonal phase images.
Fast 3D imaging and measurement of cells are of great importance in many fields associated with the life science. In this paper, only using two phase images in orthogonal directions, a geometric rotation method for 3D fast morphology reconstruction is proposed in view of more spheroid cells in blood cells. In this method, at first, the edges of a cell in two orthogonal projection directions are extracted from the corresponding phase images, and theirs centers and axes are determined. Then, with the geometric rotation method, the 3D surfaces of the cell membrane and its nuclei are reconstructed respectively. After all, the 3D complete morphology of the cell is reconstructed according to their space geometry relation. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate the validity and accuracy of this method for spheroid cells. Compared with other reconstruction methods, the image speed is improved since the multiple measurements or iterative procedures are not required. It provides a new approach to image the 3D morphological structure of spheroid blood cells.